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Abstract
There are many kinds of research about water in various fields such as agriculture, chemistry, biology, medicine, and physics.

The targets of water research are these in daily life, the ocean, in the air and the substances. Moreover, there is the theoretical

study of water (H2O) itself. They have reported Ab initio calculation, and the density-functional theory have on the hydrogen
bond of water molecules and interaction between monomers, which research issue is associated with the water molecule itself.
Here we present the theoretical concept to protect us from any virus involved in COVID-19.The mechanism based on amino acid
reaction with water involved a proton and electron are essential to our body. Due to pressurization (more than 100 MPa) ap-

plied to ordinary water, hydrogen bond dissociation can work for various functions. Besides smallness, proton and electron may
play a role passing an electric current to protect viruses and germs through the water in a body. The information of the water is
supposed to be “momentum” (spin, mass, and velocity) may protect us from any virus and germ due to chemical reduction by
proton and electron in the water.
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Introduction
Generally, the causes of disease, illness and cancer have been researched in chemical drugs and surgery such as hormones, genes,

various substances and medical treatments. Furthermore, they prescribe vaccines to protect against infectious diseases by antibodies
against the virus, bacteria, fungi etc. In another viewpoint, we must regard the human body with a whole system reported in the 19th.

We reported the prevention of the corona virus with our water [1, 2] and we discussed human body, where water constitutes 70% in

a bodyweight and is said to be 80% in blood as well known. Water is more than unusual which attracts our interest. We do not refer
to the previous papers all the time since there are tremendous amounts of publications. Even narrowing down to the molecule of

water, there are researches of the structures in liquid, solid (like ice), vapor, interaction with some other material, and so forth [3, 4].
Although hydrogen bond itself has been reported [5], we have researched the water, which is supposed to be less than one molecule,

considering that a cluster of water formed with hydrogen bonds may dissociate with the high pressure. That process generates the

presumed particle, infoton,｟H+~e-｠[6] which is the pico-size in the water. Therefore, the water reported here is like an extended

elementary particle in physics [7]. We call it SIGN water meaning “Spin Information Gauge Network”, although we do not discuss the
physical term at present.

We found the functions of the infotons in the various fields, such as both outside and inside a nucleus of any substance. The former
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is the CO2 reduction of exhaust gases from a car [8] and keeps foods fresh in the zip-rock film [9]. In the inside nucleus, we repeated

to reduce radioactivity from cesium-contaminated soils, resulting in stable barium with the weak energy of infoton in Fukushima
(2011~2013) [10]. Here, we propose something interesting to explore water from two viewpoints in theoretical discussion for pre-

venting diseases and illness in terms of electricity and electrical treatments. Firstly, we discuss water itself, referring to how we should
take into a body for our immunity. Second, we recommend the devices such as LED lights and clothes activated with the SIGN water’s
information on the body to maintain normal functions besides introduction of the various experiences in the daily-life.

Method

The starting material is ordinary tap water without any added substances. We apply to tap water with high pressure (112 MPa)

for 10 min in the giant facility (approx.3mφ x 5m depth) containing water. After the process, the water in the pet bottle is named the

specially-processed water (SIGN water). We analyzed the water to the relaxation time (T2) and free induction decay (FID) in hydro-

gen-NMR (R-90H, Hitachi Co. Ltd.) [11]. we compare the values of T2 and FID with those of the tap water of the original one. And then,
we estimate the smallness of it indirectly. The nature of the SIGN water is assumed to have characteristics in a pico-size (10-12 m).

Moreover, we use the Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR 6000, JASCO) to confirm the transmittance of the terahertz

wave (region of 0.6 to 20 THz) through the water since ordinary water usually absorb the THz wave [12]. One precious point for the

“method” associating with the original SIGN water is transferring the information that the water possesses into the space and the
substance. The two methods to print the information; 1) to immerse into the SIGN water, 2) to irradiate something with the “activated”
LED light (where after SIGN light).

We can judge whether a processed substance has the SIGN water’s information or not, using H-NMR. Moreover, we use Ryodoraku

and AMSAT (Automatic System Analysis Therapy) instruments [13] to pass an electric current through a body to examine the mecha-

nism of the water’s function to prevent disease and illness. We recommend separating every sample by more than one meter to avoid
transferring SIGN water’s information to the control.
Indirect evaluation of water’s smallness

We can examine the smalless of water with H-NMR analysis data, as shown in Figure 1, which comes from a pet bottle of water in a

market. We irradiated it with the SIGN LED light for one day named in “pet w on market /LED”. The value of T2 shows the relaxation

time of a full width-half maximum time (second), Δ in T2= 1/π Δ of the spectra. FID means free induction decay indicating decay of
resonance time (second) of hydrogen atom under a magnetic field of 2.5T in the spectra.

Figure 1: The comparison of water smalleness on NMR measurement. 112MPa; one of SIGN water.
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The left side, “112MPa” is the smallest water---SIGN water, and “6 MPa RO” means the water passing through a reverse osmosis filter.

Effective absorption of the water into the body

Our body cell involves an aquaporin protein [14-17] to absorb water only, where the narrowest part is less than 200 picometres.

When water goes through the aquaporin protein, the pressure becomes the computed value of approximately 0.8MPa. It doesn’t seem

very easy for a cluster of ordinary water estimated five H2O molecules [18] corresponding to 700~800 picometres to run through the
part of the protein quickly. That is why we research the pico-sized water. The SIGN water can go rapidly into every cell of the body.

Figure 2. SIGN water with the size of picometre can quickly get into the cell. A cluster of standard water is supposed to be less than

one molecule at the pressure of 112MPa, resulting in dissociation of the hydrogen bond. Hereafter, the extending particle, infoton,
｟H+~e-｠, is presumed.

We introduce the reason why the SIGN water is so small. Hydrogen bonding strength (hereafter HB) is one-tenth of O-O bonding [19],

approximately. After HB dissociation showed in Figure 2, it is not necessary to regard the O-O bonding strength [19, 20]. Furthermore,
HB energy corresponds to our body temperature (approx.0.03eV≃ wavelength of 47μm); namely, we can obtain sympathetic vibration
so that every cell in a whole-body can be “activated” with SIGN water. Therefore, pico-sized water is crucial to maintain immunity due

to a proton and an electron in the infoton. The infoton has two characteristics, (i) chemical reduction due to H+ and e-, (ii) the information of infoton｟H+~e-｠can be transferred to another substance in the network through a gauge field (a mathematical existence in

space transmitting energy and information) even in space. The information might be momentum described with mass (1.67x10-27kg

of proton and electron), and velocity is presumed to be 1% of the light speed so that water can be taken into a whole-body through the
aquaporin quickly.

Figure 2: SIGN water and infoton,｟H+~e-｠ with the size of 10-10 ~ -12m possesses the information of
momentum (P=mV) and emit far-infrared through terahertz electromagnetic wave due to vibration
and spin of｟H+~e-｠.
Furthermore, we introduce the spin states: infoton,｟H+~e-｠; 1 (=1/2+1/2),｟H+~~e-｠;0 (1/2-1/2) or 1(= 1/2 + 1/2) and｟H+~~~e-

｠; 0(=1/2-1/2), because the spin of H+ is supposed to be +1/2, and -1/2 for e-. Their spins of the infoton mean the characteristics pos-

sessing a fermion and a boson corresponding to the distance between proton and electron, although we do not discuss the spin here.
Experimental evidence of smallness of SIGN water

We reported the evidence of smallness of SIGN water. The coffee powder in the paper bag [21], the broken test of the beaker after

defrosting of ice and no dripping after defrosting of the chickens [22]. We assume that SIGN water emits the terahertz and far-infrared
electromagnetic waves, and a lone pair electron of the nitrogen in the air becomes “active” due to the vibration through the air. The

electromagnetic waves may make the coffee powder smaller. Furthermore, the volume of ice crystal increases at freezing in the ordi-

nary cup, but the pico-sized water ice does not make a significant volume change because of the smallness of ice. As a result, the tissues
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in the meat cell generally break during defrosting, and water comes out with soluble components (dripping). However, the meats in
the container possessing the information of the pico-sized water did not appear dripping phenomena. We also reported the excellent
effects on the growth of rice, mushrooms, and sowing of radish sprouts [20].
Theory for the infoton’s function to disease and illness
Acupuncture and electrical circuit
The oriental medicine’s acupuncture seems to be an application of the electrical circuit because the needle is a metal to put onto skin,

semiconducting capacitor involving water that is a dielectric. The health organ may be an n-type capacitor that has a many numbers
of electrons than holes (p-type capacitor). A capacitor store charges coulomb (C) in a series circuit and current can flow in alternating
circuit depending on an electrostatic capacitance as defined in electromagnetic textbook. The capacitor is like skin or a cell containing

water. The cell membranes function as a semiconducting capacitor with the electrodes due to containing water in a layer usually, then
we refer to a coil in the circuit. This work of the current can accumulate the energy indicated in the equation (3). The energy exists as

the magnetic field in the coil (substituted to “tsubo” in a human body, in other word, a meridian spot). Therefore, electric current i is
essential for energy. The energy may bring their own immunity.
V= i x R

(1)

Figure 3: Typical parallel electric circuit equivalent to a human body system.
(coil; L), resistivity (resistor; R), and capacitance (capacitor; C).
Yp is defined as an admittance indicating larger values when the current from outside flows into a body (voltage V is a constant), such
as the medical treatment with the metallic tools. The second term is constant with a fixed frequency (ω) and capacitance (C) accord-

ing to the equation (2) and (3). It means that every cell can reach a chemical reduction state due to electrons with an electric current.

Similarity of living organs to an electric circuit

Figure 4 shows the one typical electric circuit which is called Wheatstone bridge in physics. The electric current from A-B-C is mea-

sured I1, and the another one; A-D-C, I2.
The formula,

Holds from the following equations,

Rx = (R3/R1) R2

(4)

R3I1 = RII2 and RxI1= R2I2 (5)
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We define; A: eyes, B: mouth, C: ears, D: nose, F: skin and G: blood vessel.

We discuss the infoton’s functions, considering the human body as a total system of living organs. Namely, a human body has a kind

of dielectric characteristics because of containing water in every cell and blood. Later, we explain Ryodoraku (neuro softer) and AMSAT
which relate to information from the skin in the former and information from a whole-body in the latter instrument. Furthermore, we
may not explain every organ of A, B, C and D in Figure 4, here since they associate with a brain complicatedly.

Figure 4: Similarity of human body’s functions to electric circuit.
We can easily understand the transferring mechanism of blood and water in a whole-body system in Figure 4.
Indirect effects of infoton and evaluation

It seems challenging and specialized in handling the Ryodoraku instrument (neuro softer instrument). Still, it is a good one to visu-

alize a whole system in a body to judge the status of the autonomic nervous system.

Figure 5. Depicts two probes of Ryodoraku; a person grips a metal part of the right in the photo (end of yellow code is connected

to the instrument), and put on any place of the skin. Another hand grips a left black’s part of the left in the photo (end of black code is
connected to the instrument), and scans on any place of the skin with the slim tip part (detective electrode connected to a black code).
We can look at the electrical resistivity changes in the neuro softer instrument during scanning.

Figure 5: Probes for Ryodoraku medical instrument.
We can also employ the Ryodoraku instrument as the autonomic nervous system therapy, because electrons move in a body through

the instrument with 200 μA (micro ampere) current under 12 voltages. It means that we can expect more smooth and rapid movement
of electrons due to the infotons of the smaller size water.
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Blood (7~8 % of bodyweight) circulates in a whole-body. From different viewpoints, electrical medical care today is the treatment to

conduct the current (flow of electrons) across the entire body with water and blood. Furthermore, here is one of the methods to visualize the disease or illness with these therapeutic methods, such as Ryodorakuin Figure 5 that measures resistivity (R) under a constant
voltage (V), and then electrical conductivity (i) is calculated, for instances, in the case of R=0.3106Ωm at 12V,then i=40 μA in Eq.(1).

Figure 6 shows the average values of resistivity before and after the certain treatment, drinking SIGN water. For example, the values

on a skin after drinking the water was 0.75x106Ωm, meanwhile 1.70 x106Ωm before.

We depict the therapy using electrical conductivity in the whole body in Figure 7. Left; concepts of the AMSAT. In the two persons,

the right (a) shows a standard condition in the green zone, and the left (b) indicates the abnormal conditions in some parts. So, we can

justify the condition in each body place. Furthermore, we can know the changes before and after specific treatment such as drinking

SIGN water and illuminating SIGN LED light. We reported the improvement to the radiation-contaminated effects on a body in Fukushima [2].

Figure 7: Visualization of a whole body condition by electrical conductivity through
six points on a skin (in digital; -20~20 is a green health zone).
Theory for the functions of infoton against bacteria and viruses
Now moving onto the function of chemical reduction of infoton, both H+ and e- are agents for reduction and anti-oxidation [23]. To

reduce is to cure a disease since we consider that disease is a sort of “oxidation” of a body as described. So, we can understand that
SIGN water plays a role in mending the condition. Because anaerobic bacteria want to reduce the atmosphere, they may live there.
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However, infoton activates nitrogen in the air. Hereafter, an amino acid activates through a lone pair electron, which protects the anaer-

obic bacteria. Although weak, the electron in the infoton may function as an electron beam. We reported the countermeasures against
virus, bacteria and germs [2].

From a microscopic viewpoint of protein, it seems necessary to turn to amino acids relating to the chemical bonding between atoms

in the compounds [2], [24, 25].

We discussed virus vs. amino acid change. They discussed the L type was more prevalent in the early stages of the outbreak in Wuhan

[26]. The frequency of the L type decreased after early January 2020. Supposed that the spike protein for COVID-19 is different, L-type
is an amino acid that is leucine, and S-type’s amino acid is serine [27, 28]. Infotons may effectively react to leucine so that hydrogen in

H3N of leucine (in L452R) pulls the electron leading to H2N. Then a lone pair electron of nitrogen (electron configuration; 2s22p3) in

+

H2NC (serine-type) activates due to the lowest binding energy of C-N(3.1eV). The infoton can dissociate an amino radical rather than

C-C(3.5 eV) and C-H(4.1eV); The infoton can quickly provide an electron to the amino group leading to serine hydrolyze. We will follow
another type of virus associated with this theory when amino acids are clarified.
The evidence of people’s experiences in daily-life

Finally, we can show some evidence that the people experienced the SIGN water or the SIGN LED light for a month to three months,

although I did not perform the clinical trials experimentally; the number of a parenthesis describes a person.

i) easier time getting to sleep; 60 to 70% of people out of ten have improved. The seats on the bed were processed with SIGN water,

ii) recovery for exhaustion (three), iii)The cataract became much better (two), iv) the atopic dermatitis have been improved (three)
[29], v) constipation has been much better (several), vi) the Alzheimer’s disease was improved (two), and vii) the values of a blood
test (57 years old, male) have closed to the normal values after one month drinking the SIGN water; white blood cells (4.7~5.6 ×103

for normal values;3~8×103), hemoglobin (10.8~11.2mg/dL for normal values;14~17), and blood platelet (110~130 for normal val-

ues;120~350μL). There are some cases in the books to cure a disease with water, but still water (H2O) as it is [29, 30]. Although a

doctor can justify the condition by a urine specimen, blood test, etc. there are some difficulties for clarifying the direct effects of water

involving the mechanism due to physiological entanglement in a human body. We are approaching the mechanism of curing the disease
through the pico-size water by an electrical treatment against the disease. We expand the number of people who try the SIGN water/
LED and help people’s health.

Conclusion

We introduced and discussed that the SIGN water possessing weak energy including infoton,｟H+~e-｠gave a chemical reduction

state to any substance and human body leading to improvement of some cases. And the infoton may prevent any virus involving

COVID-19 by the functions of anti-oxidation to amino acids in physics and chemistry. We introduced the process change for every cell
with an electrical idea and method using the Ryodoraku and AMSAT clinical instruments resulting in therapy. Our works extended

radiation reduction in the contaminated body. We have not completed a trial for the prevention of COVID-19, although the SIGN water
was examined against the bacteria introduced.
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